
The more broadcasters try to 
hang on to the traditional business 
model, the more it slips from their 
grasp warns Dom Serafini. 

TV loses linearity and 
gains something yet 

I I 

e know that television is evolving which was meant to satisfy the advertising 
and no-one seems too happy about model based on Gross Rating Points. 
it. This evolution is changing a So, these three elements (fragmentation, busi- 

business model that was very predictable, ness model and digital technology) -each caused 
very profitable and very public (in this busi- by the other - are creating new business models 
ness, everything is controlled by the P's -- for content providers (producers) and transport 
Product, Price, Place, Promotion). providers (broadcasters or distributors). 

The first element emerging from this evolu- Today, the TV industry's business model is 
tion is the loss of linearity. "TV programming held up by an increased CPM (Cost per thou- 
will become less linear as consumers gain more sand viewers), which, in the past five years, 
power over when, where and on what device has grown by 20 percent for the major U.S. TV 
they elect to view television," stated Bob Iger, networks, while the audience has decreased by 
president of the Walt Disney Company 17.4 percent. 

Indeed, three elements are changing the TV But, as Iger pointed out, "The future of 
industry: the proliferation of TV channels, dig- electronic advertising is looking very out-of- 
ital technology and the business model. focus." 

When we talk about convergence, we are, in The traditional model of linear television will 
effect, indicating that the advent of these three continue to work until TV networks are able 
elements is changing the way television is pro- to deliver a relatively large mass audience at a 
duced, transmitted and consumed. feasible cost. However, we're seeing how this 

In addition, each of these elements has directly "critical mass" is being delivered by means of 
caused the development of the others: The audi- aggregating audiences from a "multiple plat- 
ence fragmentation was caused by the prolifera- form" (the hub-and-spoke system), which is 
tion of TV channels, which was accelerated by further reducing the means of reaching a critical 
the digital technology, which was the answer to mass. 
the audience fragmentation. In effect, the need to keep the current business 

The added problem is that digital technology model alive is accelerating its demise. 
has taken on a life of its own with the devel- In the future, we'll see a TV business model 
opment of peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing for based on a video-on-demand system that, most 
video download, with systems like Bit-Tor~nt likely, will lose one of the three "PS": Public, 
that may pressure broadcasters to put their TV to gain another "F": Private. But it will still be 
content online. Predictable and Profitable, if the indushy 

Audience fragmentation was itself accentu- can reduce the cost of risk. 
ated by the so-called "hub-and-spoke" model, 
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